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SETTINGS
Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi settings determine when and how iDevice touch joins a Wi-Fi network.
Brightness & Wallpaper
Screen brightness affects battery life. Dim the screen to extend the time before you need to
recharge iDevice. Or use Auto-Brightness, which is designed to conserve battery life. You can
set the wallpaper with one of the preloaded images or one of your own.
Location Services
Allow apps to gather and use data based on your location. To conserve battery life, turn
location services off when you’re not using it.
General
Settings that affect more than one application.
Mail
Use Mail settings to customize your email account for iDevice.
About
Gives information about iDevice.
Sounds
Settings to play sounds when you: have an appointment, lock or unlock iDevice, or type on
the keyboard.
Bluetooth
iDevice can connect wirelessly to a wireless keyboard or other Bluetooth device. When
Bluetooth is on, you see the Bluetooth icon in the status bar at the top of the screen. To
conserve battery life, turn Bluetooth off when you’re not using it.
Spotlight Search
You can specify the content areas you want to search on iDevice using Spotlight. Touch next
to an item, and drag it up or down to rearrange the search order.
Auto-Lock
Locking iDevice turns off the display to save your battery and to prevent unintended
operation of iDevice.
Passcode Lock
A passcode can be set to lock the iDevice.
Restrictions
Set restrictions for what can be accessed on the iDevice.
Side Switch – Lock Rotation/Mute
The Side Switch locks screen orientation or silences notifications and sound effects.
Date and Time
These settings apply to the time shown in the status bar at the top of the screen, world clocks, and your calendar.
Keyboard
Turn auto-capitalization on or off; Set whether caps lock is enabled; Turn “.” shortcut on or off; Turn international keyboards on or off
Reset
All your preferences and settings are reset. Data and media are not deleted.
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TIPS & TRICKS
Customizing the Home Screen Layout
You can customize the layout of icons on the Home screen—including the Dock icons along the bottom of the
screen. If you want, arrange them over multiple Home screens.
Rearrange icons
1. Touch and hold any Home screen icon until all the icons begin to wiggle.
2. Arrange the icons by dragging them.
3. Press the Home button to save your arrangement.

Enlarging the Screen
When viewing photos, web pages, email, or maps, you can zoom in and out. Pinch your fingers together or
apart.
For photos and web pages, you can double-tap (tap twice quickly) to zoom in, then double-tap again to zoom
out.
For maps, double-tap to zoom in and tap once with two fingers to zoom out.

Editing text
Touch and hold to see a magnified view, then drag to position the insertion point.

Screen Captures
Press and hold both the “home button” and the “sleep/wake” button simultaneously, for about 1/2 a second
and then release. You will see the screen flash white & you will hear a “camera snapshot” sound (assuming your
volume is up & not muted). You will now find the screen capture in your devices “Photo” application, under
“Camera Roll.”

Web Site Icons
Add a web page to your home screen by pressing the + button on the bottom of the screen to bring up the
following options: Add Bookmark, Add to Home Screen, and Mail Link to this Page. When you select the 2nd
button, it will remember your exact position on the page and automatically generate a thumbnail icon that
appears on your home screen.

Web Extensions
When typing a web address in Safari, the keyboard features a .com button so you don’t have to type it out
character-by-character. But what if the site you want to go to doesn’t end with .com? By holding the .com
button down, it will expand to show .net, .edu, and .org buttons. Keep your finger on the screen and slide to the
desired extension, and release.

Force Quit a Frozen App
Occasionally an application unexpectedly freezes up and does not respond to any of your input. You can usually
force quit to resolve this issue this by pressing and holding the Home button for 6-7 seconds.
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ACCESSIBILITY
Universal access features make iPad easy to use for people who have a vision impairment, are deaf or hard of
hearing, or have a physical or learning disability. The accessibility features on iDevice include:
• VoiceOver screen reader
• Full-screen zoom magnification
• White on Black
• Mono Audio
You can turn individual accessibility features on or off in Accessibility settings on iDevice. You can also turn some
accessibility features on or off in iTunes when you connect iDevice to your computer.
VoiceOver: A gesture-based screen reader for the blind that allows the user to touch the screen to hear a
description of the item under their finger, then double-tap to open, drag finger to hear other options, or flick to
control the device.
Zoom: Allows the user to magnify the entire screen of any application. Zoom up to five times the normal size
and move left, right, up, and down to view any portion of the screen close up.
White on Black: Lets the user change the display to white on black. Use the White on Black feature in any
application, as well as the Home, Unlock, and Spotlight screens, and with Zoom and VoiceOver
Closed Captioning: Display subtitles and closed captioning for the deaf and hard of hearing when playing
movies and podcasts that support it.
Mono Audio: Allows you to channel all sounds into the left or right headphone so you can hear both channels in
either ear.
Speak Auto-text: Suggested words are displayed before the user finishes typing them and automatically corrects
words that might have been misspelled. Speak Auto-text voices these suggestions so you can hear them when
they’re presented. You can hear and accept suggestions without interrupting your typing. Speak Auto-text can
be enabled even when you’re not using VoiceOver or Zoom.
Triple-click Home: Set the triple-click Home button to turn VoiceOver, Zoom, or White on Black on or off
instantly. If the user uses multiple options than set the Triple-click Home to “ask” and it will display a list of
options so the user can choose the right one when needed.
See handout on Accessibility Instructions.
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LESSON IDEAS
READING
Title

Activity

Digital Storytelling

Identify 3 major characters from literature. Use SonicPics to create a
presentation explaining why you selected these people.

Every Postcard Tells a
Story

Create a postcard as if you were a character in a story or at an important
historical event using PhotoCard. Email the postcard to the teacher.

Reading the Classics

Read Classic Novels using FreeBooks, iBooks, Stanza, or vBookz. vBookz
has a built-in text reader. FreeBooks can be updated with Audiobooks
for $4.99 and iBooks and Stanza work with VoiceOver.

Virtual Worksheets

Complete worksheets or other assignments from the teacher
using Dropbox and SmartNote or other note app.

Recreating Novel
Endings

Use StoryKit to rewrite classics or create your own books.

Textbooks Online

eTextbooks is an online subscription service to access college textbooks.
Books are purchased by semester.

Apps

LANGUAGE ARTS
Title

Activity

Creating a Digital Graphic
Novel

Using Cartoon Studio Pro or Strip Designer create comics with bubbles
to tell a short story.

Collaborate in Groups

Use Groupboard or Whiteboard to have student link together.
Students can share whiteboard space and draw on one screen.

Old Fashion Radio
Program

Use Caster to create a radio program by using sounds from iFX and their
limitless imagination and creativity.

Spelling Race

Use Whiteboard or Groupboard to have a spelling race. Break students
into teams. Students write words called by the teacher. The first one
with the correct spelling earns a point.

Apps

Wordless Books: Creating
Use Writer’s Studio to create the storyline for a picture book.
a Storyline
Adverb Pictionary

Use Doodle Buddy to creatively depict an adverb modifying a verb.
Others have to try to guess what the adverb/verb pair is from the
student’s description. Use Dictionary.com to look up adverbs.

Book Advertisement

Use Sonic Pictures to create a movie trailer-type advertisement to
promote a book.

Twenty Questions

Use Revision Aid to create questions to find out, from the other
students, as much about the book as possible.
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LESSON IDEAS
MATH
Title

Activity

Learning Math with Music

Students work in groups to create their own rhymes and songs for an
entire family of math facts. Individual students record their songs using
iTalk Recorder.

Fractional Art

Use Doodle Buddy or Sundry Note to draw a shape and dissect it into
different fractional parts.

Sounds of Math

Students can document their work on equations by illustrating and
narrating each step using SoundNote.

Video Teaching

Search Teacher Tube or Student Tube for instructional math videos.
View these videos on the iPad/iTouch.

Apps

SCIENCE
Title
Concept Mapping
Observation &
Recording
Planets Database

What Makes up a
Cell?
Digital Science
Experiments
Hurricane Tracker

Activity

Apps

Students use Idea Sketch or iThoughts to construct a concept map of the
characteristics of life that demonstrate their knowledge of the attributes and
criteria.
Students us deskPad or Mental Note to make observation notes, drawings of
cells, make lists of differences between cells, etc. Students can also fill out
information on a Google Form and submit it to the teacher.
Use Datatap to create a database of information about the planets. Use this
information to prepare a visual display on the solar system. Information can be
located on the Internet, Planets and GoSkyWatch apps, and reference books.
Create a microscope by gluing a 45x Microscope/Endoscope with 2-LED
Illumination to the eyepiece of an aluminum case for the iTouch. Use the camera
function to view cells and identify their parts. Photos can be taken of the cells.
Open the cell observation form and complete the information and submit for a
grade.
This lesson can be applied to any science experiment. The teacher uses All-InNotes to provide experiment visual and audio instructions to small groups of
students.
Use Hurricane HD to track a storm and follow it from start to finish.
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LESSON IDEAS
SOCIAL STUDIES
Title
Battlefield
Discussion

Taking Notes on
Notes

Researching a
Topic

Flat Stanley Goes
Digital

Blogging

Activity

Apps

Learn about historical events through apps such as the Battle of Gettysburg app
that shows the class what happened through the event with MapProjector.
Zoom in the area that is to be discussed and pan around to demonstrate the
event.
Open PDF documents in Noterize app. Students can highlight and place
comment notes on the pdf. File can be saved to device or back to a cloud
storage such as DropBox. Noterize gives similar functionality to Adobe Acrobat
Reader 9.
Students can use WebReader to read websites for research or iBooks for pdf
files. Students can also use VoiceOver if they struggle with reading or prefer
being read to. Annotating and note-taking is possible right on the iPad even with
the Notes app or All-In-Notes which allows photos and voice recordings.
Students read the book Flat Stanley by Jeff Brown. Join a Flat Stanley Project
exchange forum to connect with other regions of the United States. Using the
Flat Stanley app students will send a picture with their Flat Stanley along with
questions that they would answer about the region of the U.S. in which Stanley
is traveling.
Students can access their blogs from the iPad and write about their reading. By
writing and reflecting on blogs students can comment on each other’s thoughts.
This helps students both create and connect. For writing blogs or taking notes
students can try Dragon Dictation app to speak their ideas right onto the iPad.

Twittering

Tweet with Twitbird. This gives all students a voice to post a response to a
teacher made comment while allowing them to connect and collaborate in class.

Leaders or
Figureheads?

Students analyze three presidents. Use SimpleMind Express to explain how
three influences for each president affected the development of the New
Nation.

If I Were
President

Create a short video with SonicPics as if you were one of the presidents with a
major issue/conflict and how you plan to resolve/solve it.

Oral Histories

After a discussion on what it means to be an American, students use a Voice
Memo to interview a family member. Then combine the interview with old
photos of that relative in Animoto Video, and create a short video history about
that person.

Review Material

Create a review activity using iResponse. Teacher creates questions on the free
desktop version and then downloads it to iTouches or iPads. Students use
iDevices to respond to questions.

Oral Reporting

Students with handwriting or motor issues can use Dragon Dictate and Dragon
Search to create an oral report on a specific subject matter.

Abraham Lincoln

Use vBookz to read Abraham Lincoln.
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LESSON IDEAS
OTHER
Title

Activity

Lego Design/Build

Students can use the Blocks! app to design a prototype made out of Legos. The
Teacher can approve or change the model. If changes are needed, the student(s)
would have to create a fix to have it approved. Once approved by the teacher, the
student build a prototype to see if what was designed really works.

Class File Share

Use Dropbox as a means to send file to students to complete using whatever
document editor is loaded such as Quickoffice Connect Mobile Suite. Rename the
file and upload back to Dropbox to be graded.

Create Social
Stories

Use Stories2Learn to create personalized social stories using audio and photos.

IPAD
Audio/Video
Podcast Studio

Student can use i-Prompt Pro on one iPAD and DJ SoundBox or iFX on another
iPAD The iPAD with iPrompt acts as a teleprompter with the text that scrolls on
the screen. DJ SoundBox plays sound effects such as radio newsbreaks and other
sounds. The podcast can be recorded using iTalk Recorder or Voice Memo and
uploaded to a storage site.
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ACCESSIBILITY
CONTROLERS
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

HippoRemote
Pro

HippoRemote Pro turns your iDevice touch into a universal remote for
all your favorite Mac & PC apps.

Both

Free $4.99

All Ages

JumiMouse

Turns your iDevice into a remote desktop client & mouse for your PC.
Connects to an unlimited number of PCs via Wi-Fi, 3G, or Edge.

Both

Free $4.99

All Ages

mluPresenter

An app that helps you turn iDevices into a controller for your
presentations and interact with other iDevices that have the app.

Both

$0.99

Elementary
+

MobileMouse

Mobile Mouse instantly transforms your iDevice into a wireless remote
and trackpad for your computer!

iTouch

Free $2.99

All Ages

MyPoint

A remote control for PowerPoint presentations.

Both

Free

All Ages

Touch Mouse

Turns your iTouch into a wireless trackpad and keyboard for your
computer.

Both

Free

All Ages

Touch Pad

Turns your iDevice into a wireless trackpad and keyboard for your
computer.

Both

$4.99

All Ages

Device

Cost

Grade

HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
Title

Icon

Description

Amplify’d

Amplify'd transforms your iDevice into a powerful volume control to
amplify your life all through your earbuds!

Both

$0.99

All Ages

Auslan Tutor

The RIDBC Auslan Tutor is a video-based Australian Sign Language
(Auslan) teaching application.

Both

$49.99

All Ages

iSign

An animated phrase book of 800 American Sign Language (ASL)
gestures.

iTouch

Free $4.99

Elementary
+

Sign4Me

A Signed English Translator" is the ULTIMATE tool for learning sign
language. The ONLY app that provides sign language instruction in 3D!

Both

$9.99

All Ages

SoundAMP

Amplifies soft and medium sounds, and softens loud sounds.

Both

Free $4.99

All Ages

Starkey
Hearing Loss
Simulator

The Hearing Loss Simulator allows you to choose a specific hearing loss
configuration and then listen to sounds as though you have that
particular hearing loss.

iPad

$1.99

All Ages

Tuneout-Sound
Blocker

Tuneout blocks unwanted noise. Choose from a selection of neutral
audio tracks to help you focus in a noisy environment.

Both

$0.99

All Ages

uListen

uListen is an adaptive sound amplifier. Used with headphones, it can
make everyday sounds picked-up by your phone's microphone sound
louder or softer.

Both

$4.99

All Ages
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ACCESSIBILITY
SOCIAL, SENSORY, MOTOR, VISUAL
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Angry Birds

This game will help develop motor skills using drag and release.

Both

Free

All Ages

AutismXpress

Created to help promote greater awareness about autism spectrum
disorders. It is designed to encourage people with autism to
recognizes and express their emotions through its fun and easy to use
interface.

Both

Free

All Ages

Bug Squash

Use the touch screen to squash bugs as they try and "escape" to the
bottom of the screen.

Both

$0.99

All Ages

Dance Party
Zoo

Practice in balance, coordination and rhythm.

Both

$2.99

Preschool –
Elementary

Set of therapeutic hand exercises (not games) that improve fine
motor skills and handwriting readiness in children and adults.

iPad

$4.99

All Ages

Both

$1.99

Adolescents

Both

$1.99

Elementary

Dexteria: Fine
Motor Skill
Development
Hidden
Curriculum for
Adolescents
and Adults
Hidden
Curriculum for
Kids

We are surrounded by unstated rules and customs that can make the
world a confusing place for people with autism spectrum disorders.
Learn how to deal with this ever-elusive “hidden curriculum” through
real-life examples and suggestions.
We are surrounded by unstated rules and customs that can make the
world a confusing place for people with autism spectrum disorders.
Learn how to deal with this ever-elusive “hidden curriculum” through
real-life examples and suggestions.

Infiniti Track

Promotes development of gross and fine motor and visual tracking
skills, and attention to task.

iPad

$0.99

All Ages

MeMoves

Perform finger puzzles correctly to the beat of the music and watch
as the screen comes alive.

Both

$2.99

Elementary +

Mr. Rogers
Makes a Journal
for Preschoolers

Encourages children to identify and talk about their feelings about
their everyday experiences like school, playtime and friends.

Both

$1.99

Preschool

My first Slider
Puzzle

My first slider puzzles is an adaptation of the classic game Slider (aka
fifteen or slide) adapted for kids.

Both

$1.99

Preschool +

Quick Cues

A social script app that helps teens and young adults on the autism
spectrum to handle new situations and learn new skills.

Both

$4.99

Elementary +

ShapeBuilder
Lite

Educates and entertains with easy to move shapes that snap into
place on top of silhouette puzzles. Each puzzle has 5 to 10 pieces.

Both

Free $0.99

Preschool

Slide2Unlock

Slide To Unlock is a great iPad teaching aid for people that need help
practicing and/or understanding how to unlock their iPad.

iPad

$9.99

All Ages

TouchTrainer
Lite

A simple cause and effect app for someone just learning about touch
screen technology.

Both

Free

All Ages

Tozzle

Choose from 39 different puzzle pictures, all including funny sound
effects.

Both

$1.99

Preschool
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ACCESSIBILITY
VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
Title
3GS: iMag
A Special
Phone
Color Identifier

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Portable magnifying glass, always in your pocket and ready to use.

iTouch

Free

All Ages

iPhone

$1.99

All Ages

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Application for the iPhone utilizes three senses in order to allow
impaired people to use the phone application. Audio, Tactile, and Visual
flags allow the user to easily manage making calls.
It can be a useful app for the blind and visually impaired. It will tell you
the hex value of the color, so you can identify exactly what color the
camera sees.

Colorblind
Vision

Transform your iPhone into a real-time color blindness vision device. 30
FPS video!

iPhone

$0.99

All Ages

iSeeClearly

iSeeClearly helps you read the small print using your iDevice. It is a life
simplifying application for the visually handicapped.

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Magnifying
Glass

This app lets you view the real-time images coming from the camera
and zoom-in on an object to get a better look at it. Magnifying Glass is
also a fully functional zoomable camera!

Both

$0.99

All Ages

Say It & Mail It
Pro Recorder

The fastest way to email a voice memo to yourself or to someone else
and optionally include a photo, movie and Google map location.

iPad

$3.99

All Ages
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ART
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Blocks!

The True 3D Building App!

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Color Shake

Children can learn the names of colors. Color mixing process has been
implemented under the theme of magic.

iPad

$1.99

Preschool
Interface

Color Splash

Lets you quickly and easily give photos a dramatic look by converting
them to black and white, while keeping your chosen details in color.

Both

$0.99
$1.99

All Ages

Doodle Buddy

Finger paint with your favorite color and drop in playful stamps.
Connect with a friend to draw together over the Internet.

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Draw Free for
iPad

The ultimate app for both professional and hobby drawers to sketch
and doodle beautiful drawings.

iPad

Free

All Ages

Facegoo Lite

A fun photo app that allows you to stretch, pinch and twist your photos
in crazy ways!

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Flipbook Lite

Easily make your doodles come to life. It has everything you need to
create animations.

Both

Free

All Ages

Glow Draw
Magic

Create beautiful glowing art in 12 different colors. Add cool animations,
and cool glowing stamps to enhance the fun!

Both

Free

All Ages

iColoring Book

With many pen colors, paint included images, or use downloaded images
from the Internet.

Both

Free $2.99

K-3 grade

Learn to Draw

This application will teach you how to draw in an easy and clear
manner, using examples.

Both

Free $0.99

3 grade +

MyPaint Free

This app allows you to finger-pain. It will also help you to articulate
conversations and add that sparkle to your photos.

Both

Free

All Ages

PhotoPad

A premium photo editing app designed specifically for the iPad.

iPad

Free

All Ages

Photoshop
Express

Choose from a variety of one-touch effects, or simply drag your finger
across the screen to crop, rotate, or adjust color. Add artistic filters.

Both

Free

Upper
Elementary
+

Scribble Lite

This app provides the best doodling platforms available.

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Sculpt Master

Create amazing digital sculptures by painting and carving clay-like
material with fingers!

Both

Free $3.99

5 grade +

SimpleDraw

This app allows for quick and easy drawing and doodling

Both

Free

All Ages

Sketch Me!

This is a simple, fun app that lets you convert your images and photos
into sketches by applying a special image effect

Both

$0.99

3 grade +

Sketchbook
MobileX

It is a professional-grade paint and drawing application.

Both

Free

Upper
Elementary

SpinArt Studio

The iPad version includes 31 canvas shapes to paint on, a large color
palette, and multiple brushes to use.

Both

$0.99 $1.99

All Ages
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AUDIO
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Caster

Create and publish podcasts on your mobile device!

Both

Free $9.99

All Ages

DJ Soundbox

Mobile Sounds and Beats

Both

$0.99

Elementary
+

iFX

Preloaded with 60 sound effects, Bells, Whistles, Bangs, Clangs, Smacks,
and wide variety of others for just about every occasion.

Both

Free

All Ages

iTalk Recorder

Voice recorder.

Both

Free $1.99

All Ages

QuickVoice

Record ideas, voice memos, voice email, dictation, lists, meetings,
classes, or entire lectures!

Both

Free $2.99

All Ages

Voice Memo

Record high quality audio on your iPad using the built-in microphone,
your headset, or an external mic.

iPad

$0.99

All Ages

BEHAVIOR
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Behavior
Tracker Pro

Behavior data collection application that allows BCBAs, behavioral
therapists, aides, teachers or parents to track behaviors and graph
them.

Both

$29.99

Teachers

ChorePad HD

Add each member of your family as a user. Add chores to the Chore
Chest. Setup rewards to get your kids motivated!

iPad

Free $4.99

All Ages

iEarned That

An amazingly simple motivational tool to help children develop
desirable behaviors by working towards tangible goals.

Both

Free $1.99

All Ages

iReward

With this motivation chart, choose the behavior, the reward from your
photos, and optional praise.

Both

$4.99

All Ages

iReward Chart

With this motivation chart, assign tasks, track progress, and pay
rewards for achievements.

Both

Free $3.99

All Ages

iTake Turns

A turn taking app with voice output!

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Model Me
Going Places

A great visual teaching tool for helping your child learn to navigate
challenging locations in the community. Each location contains a photo
slide show of children modeling appropriate behavior.

Both

Free

All Ages
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CAUSE AND EFFECT
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Art of Glow

Create glowing paintings, fireworks, twinkle stars, and animated text
arts. Record your animated artworks and playback later.

Both

Free

All Ages

Awesome

This is a collection of interactive particle effects. Produces psychedelic
visuals.

Both

Free

All Ages

Bubble Snap

Bubble popping simulator. It’s simple and its fun. Either pop bubbles
one at a time or drag your finger(s) to pop simultaneously.

Both

Free

All Ages

Doodle Kids

Allows kids to draw random shapes in random colors and sizes.

Both

Free

All Ages

Fluid

Turns your iDevice screen into a liquid surface. Totally interactive with
your fingers, it will keep the kids busy for a while.

Both

Free

All Ages

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Both

$0.99

All Ages

Gravilux
Hand Painting
HD

As you touch the screen, gravity draws simulated stars to your
fingertips. Color the stars by their speed, and play music in the
background.
Bring all of the fun of hand panting to your iDevice with none of the
mess! Simply pick a color and touch the screen to paint with your
hands

iLoveFireworks
Lite

Create beautiful fireworks display by easy tap operation!

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Kids Song Box

A fantastic interactive music game. Touch the character to hear its
lovely sound, to watch its funny behavior.

Both

Free

All Ages

Laser Lights

Laser Lights puts an amazing light show at your finger tips! Simply
touch the screen and enjoy.

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Both

Free

All Ages

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Pocket Pond
Tesla Toy
Vocal Zoo

Create relaxing ripples while you enjoy the sounds of nature. Interact
with the fish - scare them, feed them, and watch their schooling
behavior.
This app is a very fun interactive particle toy. When your fingers touch
the screen they generate a powerful electrical field that makes the
thousands of particles react beautifully.
High quality sounds of real animals with real pictures. Gives students a
real life watch and listen activity.
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COMMUNICATION
AAC
Title
Assistive Chat
Autoverbal Pro
ChoiceBoard
Maker

Expressive

Grace
iComm
iCommunicate
iConverse

Icon

Description
An affordable Augmentative Alternative Communication (AAC) Device,
catered to people with difficulty in speech.
Allows students who are non-verbal to communicate using hundreds of
picture buttons including buttons to speak your preprogrammed
messages.
App for creating customizable choice boards for the unique needs of
individuals with communication challenges. It reinforces correct choice by
expanding the selected image as well as playing the customized auditory
rewards.
Developed to improve the communication abilities of individuals with a
communication disorder. It will give that person the ability to express
themselves through the use of pictured images and corresponding
audio.
A simple picture exchange system for non-verbal people allowing the
user to communicate their needs by building sentences from relevant
images.
An affordable, custom built and easy to use communication system
using words (both written and spoken) and personalized pictures.
Create pictures, flashcards, storyboards, routines, and visual schedules.
Record custom audio in any language. Includes 100+ pictures to get you
started.
AAC tool to express 6 different icons representing basic needs: food,
drink, sick, bathroom, help, break. Can create your own boards but they
are not linkable.

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

$24.99

All Ages

Both

$19.99

All Ages

iPad

Free

All Ages

Both

$49.99

All Ages

Both

$37.99

All Ages

Both

Free

Young
Ages

Both

$39.99 $49.99

All Ages

Both

$9.99

All Ages

iInteract

A portable basic communication board that a child can utilize to
communicate their wants and needs on the go.

Both

$8.99

All Ages

iMean

Letter and number keyboard with word prediction and text-to-speech.

iPad

$4.99

Must be
able to
spell.

iSayit

Type what you want to say and it will speak. Favorite sayings can also
be saved, giving you quick access to the things you want to say.

Both

$0.99

Must be
able to
spell.

Locabulary

Audio output for expressing phrases (“hello”), moods (“I am happy”),
assistance (“Call the doctor”), & restaurants.

Both

Free

Must be
able to spell
and read.

Look 2 Learn

AAC system with photos and preloaded voices to express wants and
needs. Teaches combining symbols i.e., “I want _____.”

Both

$14.99

All Ages

Both

$9.99

All Ages

Both

Free $39.99

All Ages

Both

Free

All Ages

My Choice
Board
MyTalk Tools
Mobile
NeoJulie/
NeoPaul

Presents a visual display of “choices” to those with limited
communication skills. This gives individuals the opportunity to be
independent and express their own specific needs and wants.
Enables people to express their needs and desires. Your purchase
provides access to both MyTalk Mobile and MyTalk Workspace. You
can create your own content
Text-To-Speech App that uses NeoSpeech Julie's or Paul’s voice (US
English).
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COMMUNICATION
AAC
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Proloque2go

Full AAC solution with over 7000 symbols, natural sounding voices,
automatic conjugation, and more.

Both

$189.99

All Ages

SoundingBoard

App transforms your iDevice into the latest in communication
technology. Custom boards can be created.

Both

$49.99

All Ages

Speak it

Copy or type text for text-to-speech using natural sounding voices.

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Talk Assist

An alternative speech aid that provides a voice for people who cannot
speak for themselves.

Both

Free

Must be able
to spell.

TapSpeak
Button

TapSpeak Button records and plays a single message.

Both

$14.99 $49.99

All Ages

TapSpeak
Choice

It’s a complete communication board editor and player.

iPad

$99.99

All Ages

TapSpeak
Sequence

Uses message sequences to help disabled children learn to
communicate.

iPad

$29.99

All Ages

Both

Free

All Ages

iPad

$149.99 $299.99

All Ages

iPad

Free

All Ages

Both

$29.99

All Ages

Device

Cost

Grade

Turns iDevice into an augmentative and alternative communication
device. Just tap a picture and it speaks. Each picture can lead to
another screen of pictures. Comes with a fully functional album.
A full featured communication application for the iDevice. Words,
phrases and messages are spoken with a built-in voice synthesizer or by
playing back a recorded message.

TaptoTalk
Touch Chat HD

A unique, comprehensive assisted speech solution and simple design
allows users to communicate quickly and effectively in any setting.

Verbally

AAC application that helps individuals to express feelings, thoughts,
actions, and needs. Comes with over 130 icons and recorded audio.

Voice4U

ARTICULATION
Title

Icon

Description

/r/ Intensive
SLP

Uses a phonetic approach to teaching the “r” sound by creating
subgroup.

Both

$19.99

All Ages

Articulate It

Contains over 1000 images of all phonemes, has voice recording to
allow students to compare their productions with the audio recording
and can track multiple students at the same time.

Both

$39.99

Elementary +

ArtikPix

Engaging articulation app with flashcards and matching activities for
children with speech sound delays.

Both

Free $29.99

All Ages

iSpeech

List of sounds for developmental ages 3 to 7+, and explanations for
forming and teaching the sounds.

Both

$3.99

Ages 3 to
7+

Match2Say

The matching game for children with difficulties producing some
sounds.

Both

$19.99

Elementary
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COMMUNICATION
ARTICULATION
Offers a unique multi-sensory approach to articulation drill. Presented
with over 2,100 high-quality, carefully researched flashcards targeting
both the word and sentence levels.
Fun and engaging application for children who need entertainment
when practicing their oral motor skills. Clever, the duck provides
auditory and visual cues for practicing several oral motor exercises.
Access to over 936 words with its respective images at the touch of a
button. This is a tool that can be used for assessment information,
record progress or to make recommendations to parents.

Pocket SLP
Smart Oral
Motor
Smarty Speech
Sunny
Articulation
Test

Both

$29.99

All Ages

Both

$9.99

Elementary

Both

$19.99

Elementary

An individually administered clinical tool for screening, identification,
diagnosis and follow-up evaluation of articulation skills.

Both

$49.99

All Ages

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

$12.99

All Ages

Both

$9.99

1 grade
+

Both

$8.99

All Ages

FLUENCY
Title
DAF Assistant

Fluency Tracker

Disfluency
Index Counter

Icon

Delayed auditory feedback and frequency shifting to help improve
stuttering.
Designed for individuals who stutter. Track changes in the frequency of
disfluency, changes in avoidance behaviors, and feelings associated with
speaking.
The easiest and cheapest way to track your %SS (Percentage of
stuttered syllables). Disfluency Index Counter app allows Speech and
Language Therapists to perform a live count of the number of fluent or
diffluent syllables.
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DAILY LIVING
Title

Icon

Community
Sidekick

Description
Sends automated email messages containing map links, which show the
user’s location.
InstaMapper is a free real-time GPS tracking service. Use it to track an
iPhone online, share your location with friends and family, and record
tracks for later analysis.
Save time and money. Be organized at home and efficient at the
supermarket. Stop rebuilding shopping lists – just reuse them. Stop
calling your spouse - share via sync.

GPS Tracker
Grocery Gadget
Shopping List

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

$9.99

All Ages

Both

Free

All Ages

Both

Free $3.99

All Ages

iBioMed

An Organizer for Health. It eases the burden on them and their caregivers
by providing easy, efficient, portable and reliable record keeping.

Both

Free

All Ages

iDress for
Weather

Provides only the images and weather conditions that are essential for
daily use and provides a customizable closet containing clothes that
match the weather for that day.

Both

$1.99

All Ages

iSigns HD

Contains 150 informational signs.

iPad

Free

Elementary
+

My Emergency
Info

Focuses on making your important health profile details accessible
when you need it. Save key information about yourself, your contacts,
allergies, prescriptions, medical conditions, insurer information.

Both

$0.99

All Ages

RxmindMe

A prescription reminder that uses multitasking to alert you every time
you need to take a prescription.

Both

Free

All Ages

Shopping List
Generator

A pictorial shopping list that you can use to literally plan out your entire
shopping trip. It’s so much more than just a checklist.

Both

$4.99

All Ages

The Photo
Cookbook

Photographs illustrate every step in the recipe. The basic version of the
app illustrates 84 recipes.

Both

$4.99

All Ages

Weather
Station Free

Provide you the official NOAA's real time weather information for the
US location of your choice (except Alaska).

iPad

Free

All Ages

Device

Cost

Grade

DATA TRACKING
Title

Icon

Description

Datatap

The database app that ships with a dedicated desktop app that lets you
edit your data on your computer at no extra cost.

Both

Free $2.99

Elementary
+

ITPADD

Provides individualized portable curriculum for multiple students,
reduce cost of traditional materials, increase instructional time and
provide teachers with resources.

Both

$7.99

Teacher

Percentally

Tally counter that automatically converts tallies to percentages. It
enables progress tracking in education.

Both

$2.99

Teacher

Tallymander

Tallymander is the best way to keep track of numbers. Complex
equations are recalculated instantly as you count!

Both

$3.99

Teacher
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ENGLISH AS SECOND LANGUAGE
Title

Icon

Device

Cost

Grade

iSpeak Spanish

iSpeak - Spanish translates from English to Spanish as well as Spanish to
English using Google’s advanced translation service. A high quality
English and Spanish voice are included within the app itself, so text to
speech is done quickly with full quality and no compression.

Description

Both

$1.99

Must be
able to
spell.

iTranslate Ultimate

It translates sentences into 5 different languages and reads them back
to you in that language! iTranslate requires an Internet connection.

Both

Free $1.99

Must be
able to
spell.

Talking
Translator

This application provides an interface to the free Google Translate API
for many languages including Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English,
French, German, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese,
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Spanish and Vietnamese.

Both

Free

Must be
able to
spell.

Device

Cost

Grade

LANGUAGE ARTS
COLLABORATION/ORGANIZATION
Title

Icon

Description

Docs to Go

Universal app for Office suite to support viewing & editing of Word &
Excel!

Both

$9.99 $16.99

Elementary
+

Dragon Search

Voice recognition to speak, see and edit your text, then search on
Google, YouTube, Wikipedia, iTunes, & Twitter.

Both

Free

All Ages

fileDisplay

Store and view documents on your iPad. View files and web pages on an
external display or projector.

iPad

$0.99

All Ages

GoodRead

Enables you to transfer files via Wi-Fi, download files from the Web and
access files from personal storage sites.

Both

$0.99

All Ages

Google Mobile
Apps

Search Google quickly using your voice, pictures, and location. Includes:
Google Goggles, Search by voice, My Location, Google Suggest, Search
history, Contact search, Vertical search.

Both

Free

All Ages

Groupboard

Turns your iDevice into a collaborative whiteboard, allowing you to
draw and chat in real time with other people anywhere on the internet.

Both

Free

All Ages

Memeo
Connect

Automatically syncs with Google Docs to keep your documents up to
date. Read offline to keep productive while you are on the go.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School
+

Quick Office
Connect Suite

This app lets you create, manage, edit, and view documents compatible
with Microsoft’s Office suite.

Both

$6.99 $11.99

All Ages

Readdle Docs

An all-in-one document reader.

Both

$4.99

All Ages

TwitBird

A fast, flexible, full-featured twitter client for iDevice.

Both

Free

All Ages

Whiteboard

Turns an iDevice into a collaborative workspace for sketching and
sharing ideas in real-time.

Both

Free $4.99

All Ages
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LANGUAGE ARTS
GRAMMAR
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Grammar Fun

Allows kids of all ages to learn correct grammar by matching
grammatical constructs to the corresponding words in a sentence.

Both

Free $2.99

Elementary

Grammar Up

Has over 50 multiple choice questions and 10 categories to provide a
quick test of your student’s grammar abilities.

Both

$4.99

1 grade +

iPractice Verbs

iPractice Verbs makes practice fun because it allows you to flip through
the images. Verbs are provided at the word and phrase level.

Both

$10.99

K+

Mad Lib

Mad Libs is now available in a fun, new interactive AND digital platform!
In this sample version of Vacation Mad Libs you can test your fill-in theblank skills

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Question
Builder

Designed to help children learn to answer abstract questions and create
responses based on inference.

Both

$3.99

Elementary
+

Both

$3.99

1 –3
grades

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

Both

$1.99

Any Ages

Both

$0.99

Toddlers K

An app that will help your students practice grammar. Focuses on
correct sentence structure by allowing the user to choose between
different words to make the sentence grammatically correct.
Interactive Language Arts Sentence Builder is the fun, touchable tool
that helps elementary and middle school students become better
readers, writers and communicators.
A fun language app that teaches vocabulary and parts of. Perfect for
learning and laughing on-the-go, this lightweight app features over
1,700 words and definitions in 4 colorful and engaging themes.
Colorful images of animals and everyday objects are juxtaposed with
corresponding words that your child can spin and match on our intuitive
word wheel! Adjust the difficulty level to suit your child’s abilities.

Sentence
Builder

SentenceSpin
Shake-aPhrase
Word Wheel

st

st

rd

PLANNING/BRAINSTORMING
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Adobe Ideas

A sketching tool enabling you to sketch ideas on your mind virtually
anywhere as long as you have the iDevice.

Both

Free

All Ages

iBrainstorm &
Brainstorm
Companion

The app allows you to record brainstorming sessions using a
combination of free hand drawings and sticky notes. Sharing notes
and drawings between users in a local setting is a simple matter of
"flicking" an item to another user.

iPad
iTouch

Free

Elementary +

Idea Sketch

Easily draw a diagram - mind map, concept map, or flow chart - and
convert it to a text outline, and vice versa.

Both

Free

Elementary +

iThoughts

A mind mapping tool

Both

$7.99 $9.99

Elementary +

Simple Outliner

An outline processor with Hierarchical outline, Data exchanges with
your PC, , and Files can be exchanged through GoogleDocs or
Dropbox.

Both

Free $2.99

Elementary +

SimpleMind
Express

A FREE mind mapping tool that turns your iPhone or iPod touch into a
brainstorming, idea collection and thought structuring device.

Both

Free $6.99

Elementary +
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LANGUAGE ARTS
SPELLING
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

ACT Spell

Enables teachers to build custom user programs targeting specific
vocabulary and assisting motor, visual and neurological skills.

iPad

$2.99

All Ages

American
WordSpeller

Simply type in 3-4 letters of your word by "how it sounds to you". Find
any word in the dictionary phonetically. NO spelling RULES required

Both

$4.99

All Ages

Chicktionary

Unscramble a roost full of letters and create as many words as
possible.

Both

Free $1.99

All Ages

Miss Spell

Lets players test their spelling skills against the most commonly
misspelled words on Dictionary.com.

Both

Free

3 grade +

Shake and Spell

Shake your iDevice to scramble the board and begin spelling until the
time runs out.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Spell & Listen
Cards

This app will help your child recognize, spell and pronounce 550
everyday words to strengthen his/her vocabulary.

Both

$4.99

Elementary +

Spell Blocks
with Sight
Words

This App puts letter blocks on the screen and lets your child learn how
to spell the words and makes the process of learning fun.

Both

$0.99

1 –5
Grades

Spell it Rite

This game has been designed to help you train your ability to
recognize misspelled words. This version contains over 700 of the
most difficult to spell words.

Both

$0.99

4 grade +

Spell That!

The App allows the educator to configure a set of spelling exercises
that the student can follow at his or her own pace.

Both

Free

K+

SpellBoard

Allows you to create any spelling quiz in any language.

Both

$1.99 $4.99

All Ages

Word Magic

A picture is shown and the kid selects the missing letter for the
picture. There are three levels.

Both

$0.99

Ages 3-8

Words with
kids

Reinforce learning by associating letters, sounds, and images. This
game may help your child get a head start in reading.

Both

Free

Elementary

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

rd

st

th

th

VOCABULARY
Title

Icon

300 Sight
Words

This sight words application includes 200+ service words plus 95 nouns.
It is presented in flash card fashion.

Both

$0.99

Preschool –
st
1 grade

Associate This

A word association game. Every word is associated to at least two
other words, and the associations are meant to be things that you come
to think of upon hearing the word.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Blanks

It is a simple application helping you to learn new English words. It
shows you word definition and gives 4 choices as answer.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Cramberry

Make flash cards or choose from over a million free public flash cards.
Tracks your progress on each card and presents cards you need to study.

Both

Free $3.99

All Ages
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LANGUAGE ARTS
VOCABULARY
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Exam
Vocabulary
Builder

Has a hundred words that students can practice to improve vocabulary.
Each word has synonyms and two example sentences that can be read
aloud.

Both

Free

Grades 9-12

Flashcards++

Download text & image flash cards from Quizlet and Flashcards
Exchange with FlashCards++.

Both

$3.99

All Ages

Learn to Talk

Over 160 interactive ﬂash cards to learn nouns, verbs, early syntax, and
word combinations.

Both

$1.99

Preschool

See Read Say

Includes all 220 Dolch Words spoken at the push of a button, and up to
4 individuals progress is tracked.

Both

$1.99

Pre-primer
rd
– 3 grade

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Both

Free $0.99

Elementary
+

Device

Cost

Grade

It’s the ability to create numerous entries that can be arranged into a
playlist that makes it stand out. It also enables you to create both
questions and answers for each entry, thus making everything you
could possibly need easily accessible.
A jumbled up set of letters representing a word is presented on the
screen and you are to unscramble the word by touching the letters to
assemble it.

Voice Cards

Word Shake

A word searching game with a twist: words don't have to be in a
straight line.

Word Shaker

WRITING
Title

Icon

Description

Cartoon Studio
Pro

Create multi-celled cartoons.

Both

Free

All Ages

Dictionary

Using predictive text, search for a word and its definition/synonym in
content from dictionary.com or thesaurus.com.

iPad

Free

Must be
able to spell.

Dragon
Dictation

Voice recognition to speak, see and edit your text, then share it to the
clipboard, SMS, and email.

Both

Free

Must be able
to speak
clearly.

The ultimate essay writing handbook for college and high school
students! It is an eBook that contains 45 chapters of the most
comprehensive essay writing instructions ever written

Both

$17.99

iQuotations

A collection of quotes with more than 450 category and written by
6600 authors.

Both

$3.99

iThesaurus

Access to over 140,000 different. Containing both synonyms and
antonyms this is sure to be the end all be all for your thesaurus needs.

Both

Free $0.99

My Photo Story

Create your own photo story!

iPad

$1.99

High School
Special Max (8 in
1) Essay Writing
Wizard
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LANGUAGE ARTS
WRITING
Title

Device

Cost

Grade

PaperHelper

Designed to help users write essays easily by splitting the screen to
display a document writer and a web browser side-by-side. Easily copy
or transfer info to the document writer. It features a Sources tool that
saves and tracks all their sources easily.

iPad

$0.99

Upper
Elementary
+

PhotoCard

Allows you to create custom postcards using Bill's nature photos or
your own personal photos, then send them by email or postal mail.

Both

Free $4.99

All Ages

PhotoPuppet HD

Custom puppets and timeline - cut anything out of your photos,
animate it on the screen and record.

Both

Free $2.99

All Ages

Puppet Pals

Create your own unique shows with animation and audio in real time!

Both

Free

All Ages

Read & Write:

Provides a hands-on approach for learning how to recognize letters
pronounce letter sounds and practice blend and digraph combinations.

iPad

$1.99

Preschool –
Elementary

Stories2Learn

Create personalized stories using photos, text, and audio messages.

Both

$13.99

All Ages

Story Builder

Designed to help children accomplish the following educational goals:
1) Improve paragraph formation; 2) Improve integration of ideas; and
3) Improve higher level abstractions by inference.

Both

$3.99

Elementary
+

StoryKit

Create a story by drawing, taking a photo, typing, and recording your
voice, and then upload the story to a website.

Both

Free

All Ages

Strip Designer

Turn your photos into amazing and entertaining comic strips.

Both

$2.99

Elementary
+

Toontastic

A Creative Learning tool that empowers kids to draw, animate, and
share their own cartoons through imaginative play.

iPad

$3.99

All Ages

Typ - O

Talking word prediction with a sophisticated spelling error model to
help you write. The iPad version adds spell checking, file management
and a selection of four synthetic voices.

Both

$4.99 $14,99

Elementary
+

American English dictionary/thesaurus with 70 000 professionally
recorded audio pronunciations.

Both

Free $3.99

Any Ages

Writer’s Studio

Create and 'Publish' Your Own Book.

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

ZenTap

Some features are Word Prediction system, Spell Checker, 4
customizable buttons, Text Translator, - Direct export of text to email,
sms, safari and now to twitter.

Both

Free $2.99

Must be
able to
spell.

Letters, Sounds &
Combinations

WordWeb

Dictionary with
Audio

Icon

Description
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MATH
APPLICATION
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Freddy Fraction

Use Freddy, an alien, to determine the equivalence among fractions,
decimals, and percents.

Both

Free

3 grade +

Soulver

Translates written word problems into math problems.

Both

$3.99 $5.99

Elementary
+

Both

Free $2.99

All Ages

Both

$0.99

All Ages

Both

$0.99

Elementary
+

Device

Cost

Grade

Choose one of the 45 puzzles, and try to fit all seven shapes in the
shaded area to complete the level. Puzzles range in difficulty from easy
to hard, and a full tutorial is included for new users
Enter your guess for what you think the secret number might be. The
device will tell you whether your guess is larger or smaller than the
secret number.
Follow a star that has fallen from space, and must bound back up, up,
up to its home in the stars. Moving fractions to their correct place on
the number line is the only way to return.

TanZen
Secret Numbers
Motion Math

rd

CALCULATOR
Title

Icon

Description

Free Equation
Genius

It supports the following: 1st degree equations (ax + b = c), Quadratic
(2nd degree) equations (ax^2 + bx + c = 0), Cubic (3rd degree)
equations (ax^3 + bx^2 + cx + d = 0), System of two unknowns (2
variables), and System of three unknowns (3 variables).

Both

Free

8 grade +

Free Graphing
Calculator

It can make a table of the values of any function. Currently includes
algebra, differential and integral calculus, geometry, trigonometry,
vectors, vector calculus, and classical mechanics.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

Jumbo
Calculator

Can add, subtract, multiply, divide, square and square-roots with large
button.

iPad

Free

All Ages

KidCalc
Calculator for
Children

Teaches number recognition and math using artwork, animation and
voice-overs. As operations are entered, it animates the operation
along with voice-overs by a child reading the equation.
An innovative 2D and 3D graphing calculator featuring One Touch
Graphing™ and an innovative memory system to store and recall
answers.
Get the complete calculation formula just in the way you would write
it on a notepad with this app. You can alter any values or functions in
your calculation at any time.
A powerful, high quality, graphic calculator that takes full advantage of
the multitouch display and the powerful graphic capabilities in 2D and
3D.

iTouch

$0.99

Preschool –
Elementary

Both

$4.99

Middle –
High
School

Both

$1.99

High
School

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

MyCalculatorPro
(graphing)
NoteCalc
QuickGraph

th

Touch Calc

This scientific calculator offers all the basic calculator functions.
Includes a scientific mode, a statistical mode, and a bit/integer mode.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

First Calculator

First Calculator is a talking calculator for kids. It is designed to be very
simple and basic – taking away the complexity and maximizing the
space for buttons and display.

Both

$0.99

Preschool
–
Elementary
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MATH
DRILL AND PRACTICE
Title

Device

Cost

Grade

Offers a quick and easy way to practice and reinforce basic
multiplication facts (1–6).

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

Basic Math

Designed exercises have varying levels of difficulty and cover addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. A timer can be added if
students want to play against the clock.

Both

Free $0.99

Under Age
12

Beat the
Computer

Offers a quick and easy way to practice and reinforce basic
multiplication facts (0–10).

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

CloudMath

Practice adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with a timer,
levels of difficulty, and solution choices.

Both

Free $0.99

K – 4 grade

Equation

Equation is an incredibly fast and easy tool to solve Quadratic
Equations. You input your numbers and instantaneously get solution in
Fractions, Decimals and with Graphic

Both

$0.99

8 grade +

FlashtoPass

An easy-to-use, elegant program designed to facilitate mastering the
basic math facts learned in Elementary School.

Both

Free $0.99

K–6
Grade

Fraction Math

Used to teach and study fractions by solving addition, subtraction,
division, and multiplication problems step by step.

Both

$3.99

Upper
Elementary
+

iFlash Cards
Multiplication

Multiplication flash cards is a quick learning tool for students to master
multiplication from 0 to 12.

Both

$0.99

Both

$3.99

Elementary
– Middle
School

Both

$3.99

Elementary
– Middle
School

Baseball
Multiplication
1-6 Facts

Long Division
Long
Multiplication

Icon

Description

Allows the user to solve a long division problem step by step and
animates all the steps. In the steps the user will divide, multiply or
subtract. The correct answer will fly to the right place.
Allows the user to solve a long multiplication problem step by step and
animates all the steps. In the steps the user will multiply or add. The
correct answer will fly to the right place.

th

th

th

rd

th

3 –6
grade

Math Drills

Graphically rich and fun environment allows up to 10 students to learn
basic math skills in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

Both

Free $1.99

Elementary
+

Math Flash
Cards

This classic math drill application uses the time proven method to
memorize and improve recall of arithmetic.

Both

$0.99

Elementary

Math Magic

Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with visual supports,
solution choices, reinforcers, and rewards.

Both

$0.99

Elementary

Math Play

Math Flash Cards for practice or to play as a game.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

MathApp

Helps your child to memorize times table with more fun and
challenging way by providing interactive, game-like environment.

Both

$0.99

Elementary
+

Mathboard

Random problem generation. Number ranges are configurable from 1000 to 1000. Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Squares,
Cubes and Square Roots.

iPad

$2.99

K -5
grades

MathTappers:
Final Sums

Designed to help students master their basic addition and subtraction
facts.

Both

Free

Elementary
+
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MATH
DRILL AND PRACTICE
Title

Icon

Description
Designed to help learners to build their intuitive understanding of
fractions by helping them to relate fractions to the nearest half and
then to extend their understanding by challenging them to use fraction
estimates in addition and subtraction problems.
Designed first to help learners to make sense of multiplication and
division with whole numbers, and then to support them in developing
fluency while maintaining accuracy.

MathTappers:
Estimate
Fractions
MathTappers:
Multiples

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Name that
Number

Offers a fun and easy way to practice computation and order of
operations.

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

Numerate:
Count, Add, &
Subtract

Learn how to recognize numbers (1-20) and explore simple addition
and subtraction with interactive calculations.

iPad

$0.99

Preschool –
Elementary

Pad Math

Your child will learn in school to master the tricky long division and
multi-digit multiplication, addition and subtraction math questions.
Make learning and practicing fun and easy.

iPad

$0.99

Elementary
– Middle

Pop Math

In adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing, pop pairs of bubbles
that match the equation with the solution.

Both

$0.99

Elementary

Times Tables

Overview of features: - timed quizzes – high scores - multiple levels of
difficulty - progress tracking - competitions with friends and family

Both

$0.99

Elementary
– Middle
School

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

Both

$0.99

Elementary
+

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

Free $1.99

Elementary
+

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Both

$0.99

Elementary

Both

$0.99

All Ages

McGraw-Hill’s Addition Top-It game offers a quick and easy way to
practice and reinforce basic addition facts (0–10) and number
comparisons.
The Subtraction Top-It game by McGraw-Hill offers a quick and easy
way to practice and reinforce 2-digit subtraction computation and
number comparisons.

Top-It Addition
Top-It
Subtraction

The object is to try flipping up all nine number tiles, labeled 1 through
9, by using the sum of a roll of two dice.

Tric-Trac

MEASUREMENT, TIME, MONEY
Title
Coin Math
Counting Bills
& Coins
Kid Kloc
Making Change

Icon

Description
It can be used for learning to identify and count coins, and learning to
make change. It can also be used to learn or reinforce counting by 5's,
10's and 25's.
Lets you practice identifying and solving math problems with money.
Count, match, and make change with coins up to quarters and bills up
to $20. Practice money skills in five unique activities:
Segregates the hour and minute components of time and creates a
simple visual link between the numbers and the hands through size and
color.
Great application for children to learn how to make change.
This is great addition and subtraction application and allows children to
learn about money!
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MATH
MEASUREMENT, TIME, MONEY
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

MathTappers:
ClockMaster

Designed to help a child explore the relationship between the hour
hand and minutes, to discover that the minutes 'roll over at 59-00, and
to extend their understanding of clock language such as quarter-after.

iTouch

Free

Elementary
+

Money

Money teaches kids to learn how to count with money, by providing
practice problems for them to work with.

Both

$0.99

All Ages

Number Line

This app will help your students learn about fractions, decimals,
percentages and their equivalents.

iTouch

Free

3 grade +

Pocket Change

An excellent tool for learning how to count change with sound. The
voice tells children when they have selected or not selected the correct
answer and how much change they have counted.

iTouch

$0.99

Elementary

Telling Time

An excellent way to learn how to tell time. There are 3 levels of
difficulty. All children enjoy playing this app.

iTouch

$0.99

Elementary

Units

This handy utility is a unit of measurement converter. You can convert
area, currency, energy, temperature, time, length, weight, speed, and
pressure quickly and easily.

iTouch

Free

Upper
Elementary
+

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

Free

Middle to
High School

Both

Free $0.99

Middle –
High School

Both

Free $0.99

Middle –
High School

Both

$2.99

High
School

Both

$1.99

Middle –
High School

rd

REFERENCE
Title
iFormulas
Math Ref
Math Tutor
My Tutor
Calculus
Pre-Algebra
Guide

Icon

Contains over 330 formulas, definitions, laws and properties. Great
quick reference guide for secondary level Math classes. Algebra,
Geometry, Calculus and Trigonometry are all covered by iFormulas.
This app gives you just a sample (over 600) of the many (over 1,300)
helpful formulas, figures, tips, and examples that are included in the full
version of Math Ref.
Practice addition, multiplication, subtraction or division skills. There are
six levels of difficulty for each skill.
Contains 25 lessons for Calculus, ensuring to cover every topic needed
to pass a Calculus 1 course, AP Calculus Exam, or to be used as an
excellent self-study guide.
This is guide to well over 325 rules, definitions and examples, including
number line, integers, rational numbers, scientific notation, median,
like terms, equations. Step-by-step through the basic building blocks of
Algebra.
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MUSIC
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Drum Kit

Create and record drum tracks as you’re playing along to songs from
your iPod library.

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

JamPad

This is a music maker. You can play 4 instruments at once: piano,
rhythm guitar, electric guitar, and drum kit. There over 100 beats and 6
kits to choose from.

iPad

Free

All Ages

Sound Match

A unique twist of the classic memory game - it challenges your ears, not
the eyes.

Both

Free

All Ages

Tap Tap
Revenge 3

Tap and shake to the beats featuring tons of free tracks by popular
artists in ofﬂine or online modes.

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Tappy Tunes

Watch delightful animated graphics bounce and swirl right under your
fingertips. No little piano keys to press. No note order to follow. Just
tap away!

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Tone Pad

Create soundscapes by tracing your finger on the screen, varying the
tone with each movement.

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

Free $1.99

Middle –
High School +

Both

Free $4.99

Elementary
+

iPad

$2.99

Elementary
+

Both

Free

Any Age

Both

Free $1.99

Middle –
High School
+

iPad

$0,99

Elementary
+

iPad

$4.99

Middle –
High School +

NOTE TAKING
AUDIO NOTES
Title

All-In Notes
AudioNote
Audiotorium
Notes
Evernote
Mental Note
Notability
SoundNote

Icon

Description
Attach photos, voice recordings to notes, color code them. Use the inbuilt search function to find a specific note.
Combines the functionality of a notepad and voice recorder to create a
powerful tool that will save you time while improving the quality of
your notes.
A great way to record, organize, review and share your audio and text
notes from your meetings, classes, and conferences. integrated
TextExpander support
Lets you create notes, snap photos, and record voice memos that you
can then access any time from your iPhone, computer, or the web.
Mental Note allows you to capture ideas as they happen: use
photographs, dictate, add text, and sketch on anything. Ideas clarified.
Creativity captured.
Provides the tools you need to type notes, add pictures, draw figures,
insert web clips, make audio recordings, organize notes by subjects,
backup to cloud services, and share notes with friends and colleagues.
Tracks what you type and draw while recording audio. During playback,
just tap a word: SoundNote will jump right to the proper time in the
audio.
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NOTE TAKING
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Awesome Note

Create notes with multiple photo attachments, to-do lists, and post-it
quick memos. It also syncs with Google Docs and Evernote.

Both

Free $3.99

Middle –
High School +

deskPad

Scrawl notes on a virtual pad... add sticki's for to-dos, reminders, notes.
Draw pictures or maps.

Both

$2.99 $3.99

Middle –
High School +

myHomework

Keep track of homework, classes, tests, and projects with number
reminders on the app icon.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Note Taker

Write with your finger, add small sketches.

Both

Free $1.99

Middle –
High School +

NoteMaster

Categorize notes into folders, add photos into your notes insert
“Headers” into your text.

Both

Free $3.99

Middle –
High School +

iPad

$2.99

Middle –
High School
+

iPad

Free $1.99

All Ages

Noterize
Paperdesk

Allows you to view and annotate any available PDF or PowerPoint
document. The built-in web browser enables direct importing of files
from the web.
A simple, easy-to-use notebook replacement made specifically for the
iPad. The entire design goal was to mimic, as closely as possible, a
simple pad of paper with no unnecessary frills.

Popplet

Capture your ideas, sort them visually, and collaborate with others in
realtime.

iPad

Free $4.99

Elementary
+

Safe Notes

Allows you to protect your notes with a self assigned password.

Both

Free $0.99

Middle –
High School +

SimpleNote

Sync your notes over the air. It focuses on text only notes.

Both

Free $11.99

Middle –
High School +

iPad

Free $2.99

Elementary
+

Both

$2.99

Middle –
High School +

Both

$0.99

Middle –
High School +

SlingNote

Smart Notes
Stick It

On the left panel you have a web browser and a calculator while on the
right panel you have a notepad and another web browser.
Combination of any two arranged side by side allows you to do many
tasks which normally require switching between applications.
Create folders and projects to store notes in as well as checklists that
can contain multiple items. Organize your notes and assign people or
tasks to them.
Export your notes as wallpaper. So the next time you go grocery
shopping, you will have your information instantly accessible without
having to start any app.

Sundry Notes

Ability to hand draw, and type notes, search the internet from within
the app, and insert multiple kinds of symbols.

iPad

Free $4.99

Middle - High
School +

Use Your
Handwriting

Write by hand (well, by finger) - and with its unique graphic rendering
engine, makes what you write look like your actual handwriting!

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

Write Now

Allows handwritten notes and lists to be erased and edited after being
automatically saved!

Both

Free $2.99

Middle –
High School +

WritePad

Lets you take notes in your own handwriting with a stylus pen or even
your finger. The state-of-the-art handwriting recognition software will
adapt and learn your style of writing. You can use simple gestures to
select text, cut, copy, paste, and insert special characters.

Both

$3.99 $9.99

Must be able
read and
write.
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ORGANIZATION/SCHEDULING
Title
First Then
Visual Schedule

iHomework

Icon

Description
This app is unique in that it is completely customizable for the user and
their needs. The teacher can record their own voice, add their own
images from their computer or simply use images from the
application’s stock library to create a schedule. This also allows for
schedules to be created “on-the-go” to help transition through
unexpected changes in a routine.
Keep up-to-date with school work, grades, to-do's, teacher's
information, and almost everything else needed during the school year.
iHomework is the only school organizer that can be with you anywhere
you go.

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

$9.99

All Ages

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

iPrompts

Visual prompting tool containing original artwork for schedules, a
timer, choice prompts, and a library.

Both

$49.99

All Ages

Picture
Scheduler

To aid in recall of details, record audio and video notes to accompany a
photo in a listed schedule.

Both

$2.99

All Ages

Remember the
Milk

Take your to-do list anywhere with this feature-packed app; never
forget the milk (or anything else) again.

Both

Free

All Ages

reQuall

Whether it's an urgent report, a call to a friend, a project at school, a
task at the mall-reQall gathers and manages them all, and alerts you at
just the right time and place.

Both

Free

All Ages

Steps

Visual schedules for 9 sequential activities can be checked for
completion, and more activities can be added.

Both

$9.99

All Ages

TextMinder

TextMinder allows you to schedule SMS text reminders to be sent to
you at the times you specify, repeating as often as you choose.

Both

$1.99

All Ages

TimeTimer

Improves time management with a visual depiction of time, and
optional audible and vibrate signals for the device.

Both

$4.99 $6.99

All Ages

Visules

Uses drawings and photos to communicate schedules and actions.

Both

$4.99

All Ages

Voice
Reminders!

A great new concept we call VOICE REMINDERS - They are like Voice
Memos, only, you are alerted to listen to them at the time/date you
choose!

Both

Free

$2.99
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PRESCHOOL
LITERACY

Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

ABA Flashcards
- Actions

In this set of 52 images, learn actions via text, photo, and real audio

Both

Free

Preschool
-K

ABA Flashcards
- Alphabet

Flash cards to stimulate learning and provide tools and strategies for
creative, effective language building.

Both

Free

Preschool
-K

ABC Animals

Interactive animal flash cards with audio that provide the letter name
associated animal name, and the phonetics.

Both

$1.99

Preschool –
nd
2 grade

ABC Phonics –
Animals

Focuses in on the alphabet phonetics, spelling, reading, and sounds.
The word spellings, letters, sounds, and images in this game reinforces
associative learning which may aid in early brain development.

Both

Free $1.99

Preschool
-K

ABC Phonics
Animals Writing

Learn ABC recognition, writing, and listening skills with animals.

iPad

Free $2.99

Preschool
–K

ABC Pocket
Phonics

Combines three apps in one with letter sounds, letter writing practice,
and 170 first words.

Both

Free $0.99

Preschool
-K

ABC Tracer

Alphabet flashcard tracing phonics and drawing.

Both

Free $1.99

Preschool
-K

All in One Kids
Computer

This app helps children learn their ABCs, action/reaction, shapes, first
numbers, different colors, first words, to write, to listen and do, all the
senses, to listen to and complete tasks, and how to use a computer.

iPad

$1.99

Preschool

Improve memory skills with matching animals in one of 4 difficulty
levels (6, 12, 20, 30).

Both

$0.99

Preschool
-K

Animal
Preschool

Animal Matching Game, Learn Colors, Play Peekaboo Jungle, Learn the
Alphabet

iPad

$1.99

Preschool
-K

Basic Sequencing
Skills

Consists of 5 categories. Kids are asked to arrange these in ascending or
descending order. Kids need to simply drag & drop to form a sequence.

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Bob Books

Carefully crafted, simple, and progressive approach to learning assures
success and confidence from their very earliest reading experience.

Both

Free $3.99

Preschool

First Words
Deluxe

This deluxe version now includes over 100 words for toddlers to learn.
Categories for Colors, Shapes, Sampler, Animals, At Home, and Vehicles.

Both

$4.99

Preschool
-K

Fish School

Fish School includes 8 fun educational activities that will engage
children.

iPad

$1.99

Preschool

iWriteWords

In easy or regular mode, trace numbers, lowercase and uppercase
letters using numbered prompts.

Both

Free $2.99

K-1

Monkey Preschool
Lunchbox

Learn and have fun by helping monkeys pack lunch! A collection of six
exciting educational games for your preschooler

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Old McDonald

Musical book with 12 interactive pages that play the song in varied
languages or instruments, or record your voice.

Both

$1.99

Preschool
-K

Pogg

Tell Pogg what to do and watch him do it. Picture Mode presents all of
the Pogg animations that can be played by simply touching the picture.

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Animal
Memory Match
Kids
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PRESCHOOL
LITERACY
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

Preschool
Adventure

Contains eight simple activities parents can do with their young
toddlers and preschoolers:

Both

$0.99

Preschool
-K

Red The
Robot® Phase 1

Red The Robot and his friends motivate and encourage on every level
children to get involved with phonics, sounds and fantastic stories!

Both

$4.99

Preschool

Toddler Quiz
Flashcards

Speaks a word and then presents four pictures of which one is the
correct choice. Categories: alphabets, numbers, colors, shapes

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Voice Toddler
Cards: Talking
Flashcards

Familiarizes with alphabets, shapes, numbers, colors, animals, food and
everyday things. It does this by presenting a collection of 400
beautiful, real photo flashcards that talk.

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Wheels on the
Bus

Musical book with 8 interactive pages that plays the song in varied
languages or instruments, or records your voice.

Both

$0.99 $1.99

Preschool
–K

Zoo Train

A five-in-one learning game for preschoolers. There aren't any brands
or ads, and does not connect to the Internet.

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Device

Cost

Grade

NUMERACY
Title

Icon

Description

123 Animals
Counting

Touch 40 different animals with sounds to see and hear numbers
counted.

Both

Free $1.99

K – 1 grade

Cute Math

Seven cute activities for counting, adding, and subtracting with
manipulatives, solution choices, and verbal praise.

Both

$1.99

K–2
grade

Logic

Logic is a 5-in-1 game of inter-related activities to help your child
expand their comprehension, judgment and decision-making.

iPad

$1.99

Preschool

Math Easy

Utilizes a set of 8 puzzle games to teach young users basic math.
Geared to teach kids how to count from 0 to 20, identify even and odd
numbers between 0 and 20, add and subtract numbers between 0 and
20, begin learning how to multiply numbers between 2 and 5

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Measurement

Basic concepts of measurement such as weight, volume and length.
Comes with five activities that each teaches a measurement concept.

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Both

$1.99

Preschool

iPad

$2.99

Preschool

Both

$1.99

Preschool

Monkey
Preschool
Lunchbox
Park Math HD

TallyTots

Teach Toddlers
Math

Learn and have fun by helping monkeys pack lunch! Monkey Preschool
Lunchbox is a collection of six exciting educational games for your
preschooler
Come play at the park, and learn to count, add, subtract, sort and
more! Park Math introduces early math concepts to children in
Preschool and Kindergarten
Counting will become a fun activity for kids with this cute interactive
app. TallyTots teaches children to count with different activities for
them to enjoy and they’ll have a great time racing cars, watering
plants, examining cupcakes and much more on their counting journey
from one to twenty.
This app teaches your kid Numbers in 3 stages:
Matching, Identifying Numbers and Counting and Matching.
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READING
E-BOOKS
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

BlueFire
Reader

This is your go-to reading application for ePub and PDF content,
including ebooks from most online book stores and leading libraries
around the world. Readers can use the Get Books feature to browse
and search for books from a wide variety of online sources.

Both

Free

All Ages

Dr. Suess
Books

Three ways to read this book "Read to Me," "Read it Myself", "Auto
Play"

Both

$3.99

Preschool +

Emperor’s New
Clothes

The classic has been slightly altered to accompany a narrated book with
original art.

iPad

Free

Elementary

Goldilocks and
Three Bears

The app offers an interactive book plus a bonus 'Look & Find' game.
Includes 2 reading modes: 'Read to me' and 'Read by myself', Story
narration, Words are highlighted as they are read, so you can follow
along, and Touchable words: tap on the words to hear them aloud encourages learning how to read!

Both

$0.99

Elementary

How to Train
your Dragon

The adventures of Vikings and dragons in this entertaining kid’s book
application based on the DreamWorks Animation movie.

Both

$2.99

Preschool +

iStoryTime Kids
Book – Theo

Illustrated and narrated, so your child can enjoy the book even when
you’re busy. It’s actually designed for kids 2-years and up.

Both

$0.99

Preschool

Itsy Bitsy
Spider

Based on the popular song, every item is interactive, and the spider
navigates you from screen to screen.

Both

$0.99 $1.99

Preschool
-K

Kandy Fish

3D animated picture book for preschoolers. Dive undersea to play and
learn about shapes, colors, and directions with the colorful Kandy Fish.
Watch a lively video and enjoy 4 fun learning activities.

iPad

$0.99

Preschool

Little Red
Riding Hood

The talking, interactive book has story narration paired with text and
animated objects.

Both

$1.99

Elementary

MeeGenius!

A library of books featuring many of your favorite titles. Beautifully
illustrated, each book features read-along technology that uses a
combination of word highlighting and professional narration.

Both

Free

Preschool

Miss Spider’s
Bedtime
Stories

Read, watch, listen, and play with Miss Spider and her buggy bunch as
they earn special sleepy-time rewards in this interactive story that is
really five apps in one.

iPad

$7.99

Preschool +

PopOut! The
Tale of Peter
Rabbit

Tale of a mischievous rabbit's romp through a grumpy farmer's field as
pull-tabs, spin-wheels, and spring-mounted elements bring each of
Beatrix Potter's wonderful original illustrations to life.

Both

$3.99

Preschool
+

Three Little
Pigs

A collection of children’s stories designed to immerse your child in the
sights and sounds of interactive tales while keeping the “feel” of
turning the pages of a real book.

Both

Free

Elementary

Toy Story

A fully interactive reading experience packed with Games, Movie Clips,
Coloring Pages, Sing-along Tunes, and Surprises on every page.

iPad

Free

All Ages
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READING
E-BOOKSHELVES
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

eTextbooks

App requires a CourseSmart eTextbook subscription. Features include:
Accessing your eTextbooks, Adding, editing and viewing your notes as
you study.

Both

Free

All Ages

Free Books

We take 23,469 classic books, package them up, and make them
available to download and read with our fully featured ereader.

Both

Free $1.99

All Ages

iBooks

Browse your library on a beautiful bookshelf, tap a book to open it, flip
through pages with a swipe or a tap, and bookmark or add notes to
your favorite passages.

Both

Free

All Ages

ICDL Books for
Children

Thousands of children’s books (e.g., Three Little Pigs) from 60 countries
in various languages with illustrations.

Both

Free

Elementary

Both

Free

All Ages

Both

Free

All Ages

OverDrive Media Console is a free, easy-to-use application for audio
books, music & video. Download OverDrive Media Console on your
computer or mobile device. Search for items on search.overdrive.com.
Purchase popular new books, or choose from 50,000 free classics and
recent original works available from Project Gutenberg, and many
other sources.

OverDrive
Media Console
Stanza
vBookz

Reads out loud. Access over 30,000 Classics FREE of charge! The
magnifying glass interface indicates your current reading location.

Both

$1.99

All Ages

VOD

Voice of DAISY (VOD) is a DAISY digital talking book player that can
handle the multimedia DAISY.

Both

$25.99

All Ages

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

$1.99 $4.99

All Ages

Readers
Title

Web Reader
HD

Icon

Description
Reads web pages for you. You can configure web pages to be read
automatically, read pages manually, point to where you want to start
reading or use cut/paste to read sections of text.
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SCIENCE
ANATOMY
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

A Life Cycle

It is easy to use, intuitive and most importantly, provides educational
content with great illustrations and narrations.

Both

$0.99

All Ages

3D Brain

Discover how each brain region functions. Each detailed structure
comes with information on functions, disorders, brain damage, case
studies, and links to modern research.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

Genetic
Decoder

An elegant app that lets you input RNA codons and outputs amino acid
information.

Both

Free

High School

Molecule

Molecules is an application for viewing three-dimensional renderings of
molecules and manipulating them using your fingers.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

3D4Medical's
Images

This app has been designed specifically for the iPad to showcase the
high quality images developed by 3D4Medical.com. It contains over 200
medical images.

iPad

Free

Middle –
High School

Pocket Heart

Visualize, hear and understand how the human heart works, in 3D!

iPad

$6.99

Middle –
High School

Both

$2.99

Middle –
High School

Test your knowledge of 140 bones and landmarks with our Speed Quiz in
3D (with audio), or expand your knowledge with the reference section,
nine 3D models, 12 Diagrams, plus video.

Skeletal
Anatomy 3D

PHYSICS, ELECTRICITY, CHEMICAL
Title

Icon

Device

Cost

Grade

Coaster Physics

Design and ride your very own realistic roller coaster, and see how
quantities like speed, acceleration, energy and g-force change as you
ride along the track.

Both

$0.99

High School

Electrical
Toolkit

This app is simple to use and smart enough to recalculate circuit values
when user edits any input data.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Physics 101
Tutor

Provide a single source for all physics formulas, but it also features a
quick calculator to save you from all the tedious algebra.

Both

Free $0.99

High School

The Chemical
Touch

Provides a clear and simple periodic table. Mass, density, boiling points,
and more are available for each of the color coded elements.

iTouch

Free $0.99

High School

The Elements

A living periodic table where every element is shown with a smoothly
rotating sample. To read about tin, tap the tin soldier. To read about
gold, tap the gold nugget.

Both

$9.99 $13.99

High School

Device

Cost

Grade

PLANT/ANIMAL
Title

Icon

Description

Description

3D Cell
Simulation and
Stain Tool

Learn about the cell and all its structures using our new 3D Cell tool.

iPad

Free

Middle –
High School

Frog Dissection

A very user-friendly app that helps you learn more about frog
dissection, virtually.

iPad

$4.99

Middle –
High School
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SCIENCE
REFERENCE
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

101 Science

This app quizzes 8-12 year olds on their Science knowledge. There are
questions on Biology, Chemistry, Physics, General Science and Earth
Science.

Both

Free

Elementary

Basic Science
Quiz

Basic Science is a branch of knowledge that deals with systematic study
of all things in our surroundings.

Both

Free $0.99

Elementary
+

A set of flashcards about the periodic elements. On one side is the
element symbol and the other side is information about the element
such as the atomic number, weight, name, etc…
The concept is simple: build a machine from simple parts to move a
goal-object to the goal area of the level. The amazing thing is, for each
level there are as many solutions as there are players! The possibilities
are endless!
Delivers the latest Atlantic and Eastern Pacific Hurricane information.
Stay up to date with all the current advisories, audio updates, animated
satellite maps, wind maps, tracking maps.

Both

$1.99

High School

Both

$1.99

Middle –
High School

Both

$1.99

All Ages

Science
Glossary

The glossary has hundreds of scientific terms and also some mini
biographies of some luminaries from the world of Science.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Temp Convert

Converts temperatures between Celsius and Fahrenheit

Both

Free

Upper
Elementary +

Device

Cost

Grade

Element
Flashcards
Fantastic
Contraption
Hurricane
Tracker

SPACE
Title

Icon

Description

3D Sun

Ssee what's happening today on the sun's ever-changing surface. Track
sunspots that reveal the churning activity inside the sun's fiery inferno.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

Exoplanet

A daily updated database of all discovered extra solar planets.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

GoSkyWatch
Planetarium

Easily and quickly identify and locate stars, planets, constellations and
more with a touch or by simply pointing to the sky.

Both

Free $5.99

All Ages

NASA

There are an extensive collection of images and videos that catalog the
most important moments in space flight history.

Both

Free

All Ages

Planets

View the solar system and constellations in 2D or 3D renderings, and
find facts and information on all the planets and their moons.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Solar Walk

3D Solar System model

Both

$2.99

Middle –
High School

Space Images

Stunning images of stars and planets -- including Earth! -- are at your
fingertips

Both

Free

Middle –
High School
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Title
2010 World
Factbook
Battle of
Gettysburg

Icon

Description
The complete CIA World Factbook at your fingertips, including
extensive information on more than 250 countries and locations
throughout the world.
60 high quality photos and drawings, 10 maps, 10 first-hand accounts
and a six minute movie summary bring to life the most important battle
in American History.

Device

Cost

Grade

Both

$0.99 $1.99

Elementary
+

Both

$0.99

Elementary
+

Dinosaurs: The
American
Museum of
Natural History
Collections

This app gives you access to the world's largest collection of dinosaur
fossils as photos and recreations, and that adds up to hundreds of
individual images. Zoom in on photos, or flip them over to reveal a
collection of dinosaur facts.

Both

Free

Elementary
+

Discovery
Channel

Get new videos, daily news stories, quizzes, photos, TV schedules and
more.

Both

Free

All Ages

Flat Stanley

Join hundreds of thousands of children from over fifty countries, sports
figures, presidents and prime ministers alike, in exchanging Flat
Stanleys.

Both

$1.99

Elementary
+

Google Earth

Spin the globe or navigate the planet with a swift swipe of your finger,
zoom in and out by pinching, and tilt the world by tilting your iDevice.

Both

Free

All Ages

History Maps

"History: Maps of World" is a fun and educational collection of highresolution historical maps.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

My Congress

A portal to detailed information about your elected U.S. Congressional
officials. Track their news, video and Twitter feeds. Look up their official
Open Congress profile or contact them directly.

iPad

Free

Middle –
High School

Stack the
States

As you learn state capitals, shapes, geographic locations and more, you
can actually touch, move and drop the animated states anywhere on
the screen. Carefully build a stack of states that reaches the checkered
line to win each level.

Both

Free $0.99

Elementary

The
Constitution

A basic version of the U.S. Constitution divided by the various sections.
Includes notes on each section as well.

Both

Free

Middle –
High School

This Day in
History

View what happened today in history, and share what happened today
that's significant to you.

Both

Free $1.99

All Ages

World
Countries ALLIN-ONE. 19
Educational
Apps

19 Educational Geographic apps in one: World Countries Factbook,
Wikitravel, Photos, News, World Leaders, Holidays, World Map,
Continental maps, Flags, Guess the Flag game, Flags Memory Match
Game, 4 types of Quizzes: capitals, maps, flags and trivia, Historical
Maps, World Wonders, Famous Places, Rankings, 2 Flash cards apps.

Both

Free $0.99

All Ages

World Wiki

Access information about the capital, government, population, area,
GDP, currency and the flag of any country.

Both

Free $0.99

Elementary
+
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TEACHER UTILITIES
Title

Icon

Description

Device

Cost

Grade

DropBox

Easiest way to sync and share files across computers. Can access your
computer files on your iPad or iTouch.

Both

Free

Teachers

IEP Checklist

Provides a list of items (with description and ed code) to complete for
an IEP.

Both

Free

Teacher

Both

$0.99 $4.99

All Ages

Both

Free $1.99

Elementary
+

Both

Free

All Ages

iPad

Free

Teacher

iResponse
RevisionAid
Talking Tom
Cat
TeacherPal

Provides education and training institutions with the ability to turn
their lectures into an interactive learning experience. This will help
students increase their learning and retain knowledge.
Use the QA Builder to build text or multiple choice questions and use
the Quiz Me section to take the quiz in random order, the questions
will be mixed up differently every time you take the quiz
Tom is your pet cat that responds to your touch and repeats everything
you say with a funny voice. You can pet him, poke him or grab his tail.
Record videos of Tom repeating your words and share them with
friends and family.
A personal organizer for the teacher. It enables the teacher to organize
classes, and students. It’s simple and intuitive interface enables
teachers to track the attendance, grades and behavior of students.

RESOURCES
1. LunchBox Reviews:
Source for finding quality, age appropriate mobile apps and games for toddlers, preschoolers and
elementary-aged children for the iPhone and iPad.
www.lunchboxreviews.com/

www.facebook.com/LunchboxReviews

2. Moms With Apps:

A collaborative group of parent app developers seeking to promote quality apps for kids and families.
http://momswithapps.com/
www.facebook.com/momswithapps

3. Apps 4 Children with Special Needs:

Providing Video reviews of Apps for Special Needs Children and education in general. Working closely with
schools and parents / advocates to find the best resources for children.
http://a4cwsn.com/
www.facebook.com/a4cwsn?sk=wall

4. Top App Review 101:

Complete directory for getting latest and up-to-the-date applications. Aim is to provide you with effective &
trustable iPad Apps which suits and accomplish all your required needs.
www.topappreviews101.com/
http://twitter.com/#!/topappreviews10
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